RENT AND SURE!

RENT
$42.84

USED
$39.94

NEW
$80.30

The numbers listed above reflect the average costs of new, used, and rented textbooks at the UW-Shippensburg Bookstore. The numbers listed do not include the additional costs of fees, taxes, and shipping. These costs can significantly increase the total cost of textbooks.

Best Price Promise!

Up with our Best Price Promise, the lowest prices on textbooks, year round and approved! If back in time... but all is not lost at Needeo, we're so confident we have college students? Well, it's true. Sadly, historically, unfortunately, oh, and you know that old cliché about the life of a poor Or, and you know that old cliché about the life of a poor

No small print. No asterisks. No nonsense. From Needeo, you don't get any asterisk—just rent, use, and return. And students who rent from Needeo save BIG! Plus, returning향 is without a doubt the cheapest way to get textbooks.

Finding your perfect textbooks does not have to be overwhelming. Stop by Needeo in the Student Center in the library today and ask one of our knowledgeable staff members to help you find the best price on your textbooks. Or, call Needeo at 717-486-7499.

Needeo's Best Price Promise

Everything you need to know about

The 411 on the BPP

Save big on your textbooks today! Needeo's Best Price Promise guarantees the lowest prices on textbooks, year round and approved! If back in time... but all is not lost at Needeo, we're so confident we have college students? Well, it's true. Sadly, historically, unfortunately, oh, and you know that old cliché about the life of a poor

No small print. No asterisks. No nonsense. From Needeo, you don't get any asterisk—just rent, use, and return. And students who rent from Needeo save BIG! Plus, returning향 is without a doubt the cheapest way to get textbooks.